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During his recent visit to Brazil, Mr Brown watched on uneasily as his host, President
Luiz Inacio Lula de Silva, launched a bizarre tirade in which he warned that next week’s
G20 summit in London would be a ‘spicy’ affair.
President Lula said it was completely unfair that the poorest people in the world were
suffering most for the mistakes of wealthy, Western financiers.
‘This was a crisis that was fostered and boosted by irrational behaviour of people that are
white, blue-eyed, that before the crisis looked like they knew everything about economics,’ he declared. ‘Now they have demonstrated that they don’t know anything about
economics.’
President Lula, head of Brazil’s main left-wing party, said that ‘no black man or woman,
no indigenous person, no poor person’ had been in any way culpable for the global banking crisis.
Mail Online (27 March 2009)
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Greetings

“A

s

we approach the
G20 Meeting in
London, which will
focus on the current financial crisis, we
can’t help but mention the comments
made a few days ago, by the Brazilian
President that “white people with blue
eyes are the cause of the global financial crisis”. Many people are speculating that there must be change to the
way in which western countries regulate financial institutions, but we know
that their inherent greed will prevent
them from changing. For years these
same corrupt and incompetent western
leaders have transferred their own
shortcomings to African leaders. It
has taken the Brazilian President to
say what we have all known. Let us
hope that African leaders now talk and
negotiate tough, just like the Brazilian
President.
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Disclaimer

The Ethiopian World Federation
Incorporated supports economic
development in the African
community, but does not accept
liability for any issues relating to
products and services of those
advertising in the Voice of Ethiopia.



From the Office of the
Executive Secretary
Greetings Officers and Members
of the Ethiopian World Federation
Incorporated.
Blessings and Love to you and your
families. This is a reminder of the
Woman’s Auxillary meeting due
to take place at The EWF, Inc.,
Negusa Negast, 53 Brixton
Station Rd, London SW9 on Sunday 5th April 2009 at 5pm.
Look forward to seeing you on Saturday at Empress Menen’s Accolade
at Brixton Town Hall.
Please feel free to circulate to other
members, we welcome all woman
members of the EWF, Inc, involvement in this project.

All Woman’s Auxiliary Units and their
members are invited to participate in the
International Woman’s Auxiliary Unit Meetings.
The Meetings will be held via teleconference calls, on the first Sunday of each
month, starting from Sunday 4th January
2009 at the following times:

Location
New York, USA
Los Angeles, USA
UK
Paris, Europe
Ethiopia
Ghana

Time
12.00 Noon
9.00am
5.00pm
6.00pm
8.00pm
5.00pm

Respectfully Yours
Wolete Gabreal
Executive Secretary

Letters
[Alice’s letter of
solidarity with the
women of Congo, was
reproduced with the
kind permission of the
Friends of The Congo]
www.friendsofthecongo.org
To My Beautiful Sisters in the Congo
I write to you today to send you my
love, my deep wishes for your peace
and happiness, for the prosperity of
your suffering
country, and all of its people, animals
and vegetation.
It’s mineral deposits, it’s diamonds and
its gold. Its magical coltan. May all be
blessed and may all be kept safe and
secure from
rapists and robbers, murderers and
mischief makers of all description.
May all
sociopathic warlords and dictators,
with their incomprehensible and end-

less greed, be escorted to the border.
It is the women of the world who will
have to put an end to war, inviting
those men who truly value us, and
Life, to join our crusade.
The “Holy Land” we must retake is the
whole of Africa. It is the forests, the
rivers, the soil. Like our Liberian sisters
who stopped the war in their country,
and like Wangari Maathai who planted
trees all over Kenya, we must use our
wisdom and intuition to stop all the
forces that are destroying us. We can
do this if we stand together as women,
allowing neither religion nor cultural
practices to come between us.
Yes, it is women rising who will save
the world, if it is to be saved. We are
the ones we have been waiting for.
Alice Walker (Author)

EWF Inc
Ethiopian World Federation
Greetings and The
Incorporated
Salutations to
all Members
CHARTERED
Worldwide,
LOCAL
From the Office COMPLIANCE
of the Interna- CHECK LIST
tional Chaplain Introduction
It is a pleasure and a joy to have this
opportunity to address the viewing
audience once again, and to have this
forum of communication as a medium.
Give thanks for our faithful Sister Malieka,
who has maintained despite all odds and
given the best. We have been motivated by
her dedication and fortitude to continue
the process.
Let us all take a page out of her book of
bringing something to the table. At this
time I would like to urge all Chaplains to
activate their Complaints and Grievances
Committee as well as Sick Committee in
all locals so that we may start to rid this
precious organization of some of the many
ills that are totally holding us down as well
as causing the organization not to have the
attractiveness of drawing the conscious
ones into the forefront so that we can move
forward for the future.
Also, as International Chaplain, let us
not as Chaplains take our roles out of
context, so as to pressure members to be
overly religious or forcing members to over
indulge in practices that may come as sort
of an indoctrination or cult type situation.
We must seek to only address the moral
tone pervading our Local and International
Membership.
Remember our Constitution and ByLaws, in each and everything that we
do as members of The Ethiopian World
Federation, Incorporated, that is our
best guide line to follow. Think of what
H.I.M would do when we find ourselves in
situations where decisions are difficult.
Edna Ravenel- Mama Tradition
International Chaplain
The Ethiopian World Federation, Inc

The following is a notice on standards
of GOOD WORKING ORDER set
out by the office of the International
Organizer; in accordance with
the Constitution and by-laws of
the Ethiopian World Federation
Incorporated August 25th 1937. To also
to be used in the process of accrediting
active constituent locals of the above
named organization eligible to vote at
Convention.

1.

Twelve x Monthly Treasurer
reports showing amount in bank at
the end of each month at the top and
income for the month listed below
and out goings listed below with total,
which should match the bank balance.
(See example attached)

2.

Twelve x Monthly Financial
Secretary reports showing a list of
income collected throughout the month
ending. (See example attached)

3.

Four x Quarterly Auditing
reports including copies of bank
statements.
The Auditing committee shall examine
the Treasurer’s books, ensure all ledgers
match the cashbook total and the
amount on bank statements. They shall
examine the vouchers/receipts given by
the Treasurer to the Financial Secretary
on receipt of monies and ensure they
match.

(All the above report points 1, 2, 3
should be presented to the membership
of the local monthly and copies signed
by the respective officers Treasurer
/Financial Secretary and Auditing
committee, sent to the head quarters)

4.

Twelve x Monthly list of financial
members

5.

List of names and contact
details of all members registered, copies
of application form and photograph to
be submitted to the headquarters.

6.

Times and place (full address)
of regular meetings.

7.

Submitted updated list of
names and addresses of officers elected
in the first 2 weeks of December.
Where the election is not held on time
a written communication should be
sent by post.

8.

Updated list of active members
Committees and Units should be
submitted 4 weeks after the election
of the President and Executive
committee.

9.

Twelve x monthly list of
financial dues collected to be submitted
to the headquarters

10.

No illegal activity should
be conducted that is liable to bring
the organization’s good name into
disrepute.

11.

The group should be legally
identified as of the Ethiopian World
Federation, Incorporated
Obadiah Robinson
International Organizer
April 2009

They shall check the Executive
committee minutes book and ensure all
spending of the Treasurer is authorised
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Member’s Profile
Floyd Brown
Local No. 111
Age 47
Resides - London, UK

EWF Inc Highlights .....

11th September

Addis Amet - Ethiopian New Year

27th September

Maskal - Finding of True Cross

October (UK)

Black History Month (UK)

2nd November

Emperor Haile Selassie I and
Itegue Menen Coronation Day
(1930)

10 December

Declaration of Human Rights
(1948)

7th January

Genna - Ethiopian Christmas

19th January

Timket - Ethiopian Epiphany

February (USA)

Black History Month (USA)

6th February

Bob Marley Earth Day (1945)

2nd March

Adowa Victory (1896)

Professional highlights .....

3rd April

The delivery of health and fitness protocols with consultations and
appropriate nutritional profiling, to elicit physiological adaptation
to clinical holistic exercise prescription to inculcate practices for
better health and longevity.

Her Imperial Majesty, Itegue
(Empress) Menen Earth Day
(1891)

18th - 21st April H.I.M Visits Caribbean: Trinidad,
Barbados and Jamaica (1966)

Floyd worked with the founder members
of Local No. 111, who were the Homeward
Bound worker co-operative, to establish the
Ethiopian World Federation Inc in Birmingham 25 years ago.
Attendance at the Conference organized and held in1981 to re-establish EWF Inc at the Brixton Town Hall in Acre Lane, London.

Professional qualifications/education.....

• BA(Hons) Amharic language & African History. University of
London: SOAS
• American Council on Exercise certified Personal Trainer since
1996
• Clinical Holistic Exercise Kinesiology certified Nutrition & Lifestyle Coach since 2003
• Association for the Rehabilitation of Neurological Injury Trust
Certificate for Stroke Rehabilitation 2008
• British Self Defence Governing Body Associate Instructor since
1994
• Security Industry Authority registered Conflict Management
Trainer since 2006

The highlight of my works was the opportunity to train over the
past two years Ato Berhane Krestos (Brother Desmond Christie)
one of the pioneer settlers on the Shashemane Land Grant donated
to the Black African Diaspora by Emperor Haile Selassie the First.
Brother Desmond had survived a stroke of 2 years ago when I met
him and is a diabetic. It was a pleasure to apply the benefits of
expertise gathered over 18 years of nutritional, physical exercise and
martial arts training to improve Brother Desmond’s
condition.

5th May

Ethiopian Liberation Day Victory
(1941)

25th May

Afrikan Liberation Day OAU
(1963)

16th July

Ethiopian Constitution Day
(1931) & EWF Inc Convention
Day

Special Achievements.....

23rd July

H.I.M Ras Tarfari, Emperor Haile
Selassie I Earth Day (1892)

Life Philosophy......

17th August

Marcus Mosiah Aurelius Garvey
Earth Day (1887)

25th August

The EWF Inc Constituted (1937)

Two beautiful youths

‘The goal of human endeavour is the pusuit of happiness.’
Ethiopian World Federation Constitution 1937
Emperor Haile Selassie the First
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News
Ethiopia
Ethiopia To Spend $270 Million
on Roads
Ethiopia has set aside 8 billion Birr to construct new roads and upgrade dilapidated
ones in 2009. Mr Samson Wondimu, public relations head of the Ethiopian Roads
Authority said that Ethiopia has spent
$3.6 billion over the past decade to build
101,359 km of asphalt and gravel roads.
Recognising the importance of road transport in supporting social and economic
growth and in meeting poverty alleviation,
the government has placed increased emphasis on improving the quality and size of
road infrastructure. The development of
Ethiopia’s road network was given top priority as a core component of its economic
progress.

Ethiopia Ranked Second Best
Destination for Investors in
Africa
A new index launched by African Rainbow
Consulting on 18th February 2009, indicates that Ethiopia is the second best destination in Africa for investment. The Star
of Africa’s is a weighted index which ranks
each of Africa’s 53 countries based on governance and social capital as well as Africa’s
potential growth in energy, water (supply,
sanitation and irrigation), internet and
communications sectors.
African Rainbow Consulting provided intelligence briefings on doing business and
investing in Africa. It is designed to help
investors and entrepreneurs to establish
which countries offer significant risk or opportunity for successful long-term investment.
Africa has been experiencing an investment
boom in recent years, though the current
global financial crisis has slowed it down.

Commercial Bank of Ethiopia
Obtains Record Profits
Despite the current global economic crisis,
the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia (CBE)
announced on 12th February 2009, that it
has achieved record high profits amounting
to over $10o million in the last six months
alone.

CBE President Bekalu Zeleke said that
the profit of $103 million secured by the
bank during the reported period is an all
time high unmatched in its history, since
its establishment in 1942. President Bekalu
added that CBE’s assets have also shown an
accelerated growth over the last four years.
Its assets, which were below $2 billion in
2006 have more than doubled to $5 billion.
The increase in the bank’s profit and assets
is attributed to the nation’s steady economic
growth in the past couple of years.
CBE currently provides services to more
than two million customers through its 205
branch offices in Ethiopia. It also has trading relations with 500 international banks.

Auerbach Grayson Eyeing
Business in Ethiopia
Auerbach Grayson a large American company is undertaking survey studies with
a view to investing in Ethiopia. Owner
Jonathan Auerbach has indicated that he
is attracted by the Ethiopian government’s
range of investment policies and incentives.
Ethiopia will be the company’s 121st investment destination.

Ethiopia aims to export more than 720,000
tonnes of oil seed, pulses and spices in
2009, earning the country some $715 million, a 94% increase on revenue from the
previous year. Mussie Yacoub, president of
the Ethiopian Oil Seeds, Pulses and Spices
Exporters Association said that a bumper
harvest combined with lower production in
India gave Ethiopia the change to boost its
market share.

Awards Given Out at the
Farmer’s Festival
On the 11th February 2009 Ethiopia held
its third Farmer’s Festival in Nazareth, at
which awards were given to 500 ‘development heroes’ who were able to save from
£400,000 to $1 million in cash. The awards
were in recognition of their hard work in
agricultural productivity of the country.
The President of Oromia Regional State,
Abadula Gemeda, urged farmers to further enhance agricultural production and
productivity in a bid to realise speedy and
sustainable economic growth.

Cardiac Centre Opens in with
Successful Surgery

Ethiopia to Trademark Two The Children’s Heart Fund of Ethiopia ofMore Coffee Brands
ficially opened its doors on 12th February
Ethiopia plans to obtain trademark rights
for two coffee brands, originating in its
Limu and Lekempte regions, to ensure they
are only sold by licensed distributors.
Ethiopia already has trademark rights with
global companies for its finest coffee brands
- the Yirgacheffe, Sidamo and Harar coffees
- that are grown in the eponymous regions.
The Ethiopian Intellectual Property Rights
Office (EIPRO) has embarked on efforts to
secure trademark certificates for Limu and
Lekempte during the 21st American Speciality Coffee Conference.
The trademarks will enhance the value of
Ethiopian coffee to $8 per kilo compared
with the present value of $2. Ethiopia exported 170,888 tonnes of coffee and earned
$525.2 million during 2007/08 period
compared with 176,390 tonnes and £424.2
million in 2006/07.

Ethiopia Oil Seed, Pulse & Spices Exports to Increase

2009. Since the completion of the hospital
one month ago, fifteen successful surgical
operations, five open heart and ten interventional cardiac catheterisations, have
been performed.
The hospital is non-governmental, nonprofit making and a specialised charitable
organisation committed to helping children
with cardiac problems.
Belay Abegaz (MD) founder and director,
said the Centre will establish a molecular/
cellular research institute adjacent to the
cardiac centre, at an estimated cost of $7
million. The institute is expected to engage
in genetic engineering, vaccine creation and
training activities.

Meseret Breaks Women’s Indoor record for 5,000m
Meseret Defar Tola of Ethiopia broke the
women’s 5,000m at the GE Stockholm indoor meet with a finishing time of 14 minutes 24.37seconds!!
Ethiopian News (Embassy of Ethiopia)
February 2009



News
Ethiopian Jazz Legend to Perform in
London
Mulatu Astatke is an innovtive multi-talented musician, composer, arranger and the founder of EthioJazz. Born in Jimma, Ethiopia, Mulatu studied at
Lindisfarne College and TrinityCollege of Music in
Englad and Berlee College of Music in Boston, USA.
As a vibraphone, conga and percussion player, Mulatu has performed at numerous concerts in Ethiopia
and abroad, including appearances at the Kennedy
Centre in Washington DC and Lincoln Centre in
New York, Beethoven-Haus in Bonn and the Barbican Centre in London. Mulatu also performed as a
guest artist with the Duke Ellington orchestra during
his visit to Ethiopia in 1971. Most recently Mulatu
has contributed prominently to the soundtrack of
the film Broken Flowers.
Malatu will be playing at London’s Koko Club in
Camden on 20th May 2009 @ 19:00 hurs. Tickets
can be booked on
http://www.koko.uk.com/gigs.php?events=757

Free Fortnightly
Film screening
Free Fortnightly Fil

Minimum of £5.00
donation for Food &
Drinks

5th April 09
17:00
19th April 09
17:00
3rd May 09
17:00
17th May 09
17:00
31st May 09
17:00
14th June 09
17:00
28th June 09
17:00
12th July 09
17:00
26th July 09
17:00

ADWA - An African Victory - Directed by Haile Gierma
On March 2, 1896 Ethiopia defeated Italy with brilliant military intelligence to avoid colonialism. This important historic event is
told by historians, priests, elders, singers and poets.
One Love - Starring Ky-Mani Marley & Cherene Anderson
A rasta musician meets a gospel singer when they both enter a music contest in Kingston Jamaica. They fall for each other but are
kept apart by the Girl’s father the Pastor, who wants her to marry into the church.
500 Years Later - Starring Dr Maulana Karenga
From the onset of the African Holocaust of enslavement and colonism, Afrikans are still struggling for basic freedom. Why?
U-Carmen eKhayelitsha - Starring Pauline Malefane
Based on Bizet’s Carmen but relocated to a South African township, U-Camen is a hugely original piece of film making.
Underground Railroad - Hosted by Alfre Woodard
It was America’s first civil rights movement, a loose network of diverse people bound together by conscience, determined to undo
the institution of slavery one person at a time.
Burning An Illusion - Starring Cassie McFarlane, Victor Romero & Angela Wynters. Menelik Shabazz’s story of a black women’s
awakening in Thactcher’s Britain
Life and Debt - A documentary about the impact of US and foreign economic agenda on the day to day existence of Jamaicans. Features music by Bob Marley, Mutabaruka, Buju Banton and more.
Daddy’s Little Girls - Starring Gabrielle Union & Idris Elba
Monty is a mechanic who struggles to make ends meet as he raises his three young daughters, as well as battling with his ex-wife!
In the Emperor’s Footstep - Emperor Haile Selassie I - Celebrating the 117th Birthday of H.I.M Emperor Haile Selassie, a film
about the Emperor’s stay in Bath, UK during the Ethiopian Italian war in 1930’s.

Screening @

Lettsom Tenant’s Hall
114 Vestry Road
Camberwell
London SE5



African Film Forum

Buses 12, 36, 171, 436
British Rail - Denmark Hill Station
Further info - Telephone 07958 309366
africanfilmforum@googlemail.com
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Inspiration
So Jah Say

Voice of Ethiopia
Interview with
Haile Selassie I
April 5, 1948 (Original VOE)
Question: Perceiving the great benefit
the Ethiopian people have been able
to derive from the Constitution which
Your Majesty has been pleased to grant
to them 27 years ago, and observing the
great change and improvement in the
way of life of the people since then, Your
Majesty has been once again pleased to
grant the new Revised Constitution on
the Twenty-fifth Coronation Anniversary
to suit the politically and intellectually
advanced state of the present generation.
This Revised Constitution has enabled
the entire Ethiopian people to have
the right to elect and be elected to
Parliament. Consequently, we find
today the representatives of the people
performing their duties in Parliament
after being elected by secret ballot in
the spirit of the Constitution. Would it
please Your Majesty to make known your
views on the significant changes that
have come about in the country within
these 27 years?
Answer: Deeply conscious of the great
responsibility conferred on us by God in
guiding the destiny of Our people, and
realizing that in order to build their future
well-being on more solid ground and to
give a new facade to their way of life no
better alternative could be found than to

allow them to participate in the various
activities of the State, we have been pleased
to proclaim a Constitution 27 years ago. It
is well-known that the Constitution had
opened a new chapter in the long history
of the Ethiopian people and acted as a
bridge over which they passed into an era of
prosperity and better living standards. Even
though what we planned for Our people in
this new chapter of their history had been
interrupted by a cruel invasion and war,
Our strong determination has enabled us
to get over the obstacles presented by the
war and to patiently lead Our people to
the comparatively high level at which they
find themselves today. On the Twentyfifth Anniversary of Our coronation We
promulgated the new Revised Constitution
which guarantees to Our people the right to
elect and be elected to Parliament, thereby
allowing them to increasingly share with us
the difficult task of government. We felt this
necessary in view of the spread of education
and the satisfactory progress made by our
people during the last 27 years which was
largely the result of Our personal efforts in
Our capacity as Minister of Education. Our
future expectation, therefore, is for Our
people to be wise enough to make full and
judicious use of the rights We have granted
them and to give us unstinted support and
assistance in everything we do to make
Ethiopia great.
Question: Economists of various
countries have of late been expressing
the view that Ethiopia has the potential
capacity of providing food grains to a
100 million people of the Middle East,
thus predicting that Ethiopia would one
day become the virtual granary of this
region. Would it please Your Majesty to
express your opinion on this matter?
Answer: Undoubtedly Ethiopia is a large
country whose future potentialities are
satisfactory in every way. Her richness in
resources is a fact well-known to us leaving
aside the opinion of experts on the matter.
It is in order to exploit this great wealth to
the full that we have introduced modern
agricultural techniques into Ethiopia
hoping thereby to make Our country
capable of providing food grains not only
for her own increasing population but
also for the outside world. The various
agricultural schools and colleges found in
the provinces have been established with
the objective of giving useful training to
Our people in modern methods of farming.
When the high expectation we have of those
institutions comes to be realized, therefore,
we have not the slightest doubt that Ethiopia

will be able to produce sufficient enough to
provide many countries with food grains.
This has been our strong belief all along.
Question: The future of the Somali
peoples living in the territories bordering
on Ethiopia under the rule of the three
powers has been the object of speculation
in some foreign newspapers lately. While
some appear to have grasped the problems
that have to be dealt with in the future,
they often make it appear as if the only
solution lies in the permanent division
of these territories which is undoubtedly
detrimental to all concerned in this
region. What is the view of Your Majesty
in this all-important matter?
Answer: In the years following the Second
World War several attempts have been
made by politically interested parties to
create situations that would arouse our
anxieties concerning the Somalis living in
the territories bordering on Ethiopia. What
we see from time to time appearing in
some foreign newspapers is motivated by
the same policy of preserving self-interest
by creating dissention and disharmony in
this area which cannot be said to be in the
interest of the peoples of the region. Our
attitude to the Somalis who belong to the
same race as the Ethiopian people and
share with them a common history, has
always been crystal clear, namely, that of
supporting everything conducive to their
well-being and progress. It was in keeping
with this policy that we recently invited the
leaders of United Nations Trust Somalia
and had talks with them here. Our strong
appeal to our Somali brothers is to be aware
of those who, in the furtherance of their
self-interest, seek to plunge this area into
chaos, thereby disturbing the peace that
has reigned in this part of the world for a
long time. Much harm can be avoided by
understanding in time the real intentions
of these self-seekers.
Question: Even though some nations
in Africa have recently acquired their
independence there are yet many who
have not had that fortune. Would Your
Majesty be kind enough to explain if
there is anything that Ethiopia is doing
as an African country to improve the lot
of these unfortunate African people?
Answer: Realizing that the bitter struggle
which these African countries are carrying

Voice of Ehiopia Interview with
Haile Selassie I Cont/d.......
Continued on page

10



Inspiration
on for their freedom and independence
is right and just, we have always been
their strong supporters at all international
conferences. It is our firm determination
to consistently follow this policy under all
circumstances. Ethiopia’s decision to take
part in the deliberations of the Conference
Of Independent African States to be held at
Accra this month springs from her desire to
exchange views with the other sister African
states and formulate ways and means of
cooperating with each other on matters
vitally affecting our continent. We strongly
believe that each nation has an inherent
right to shape its own destiny and to seek its
own way to the high state of advancement
which the free nations of the world have
attained.
Question: During the Middle Ages the
world had witnessed bitter wars arising
among peoples on account of religious
differences. The bloodshed and many
other evils created by those wars could
only be stopped after men came to the
realization that peace and harmony could
be found only through tolerance and a
spirit of accommodation. There are many
circles who advocate similar solutions to
our present day world problems. Does
Your Majesty believe that the spirit of coexistence or accommodation, without one
country trying to impose its system and
way of life on the other, would be an ideal
solution to our present-day problems and
to ensure peaceful existence possible?
Answer: Nations differing in ideologies
could live side by side in peace unless they
clash on matters involving self-interest. We
live in an age of ideologies and world peace is
too precious a thing to be disturbed merely
because of the clash of these ideologies. It is
an entirely different matter though, when
one country attempts to interfere in the
internal affairs of another. We believe that if
all nations make the Charter of the United
Nations the basis of their international
relationships, all can live in peace and
harmony in spite of their differences in
ideologies.
Question: Many people have voiced
the view that to carry on a peaceful
construction and at the same time keep
on building up military preparations is
something that entails a great burden
on the national economy. In fact it is the
earnest desire of all nations to keep their
military expenditures to the minimum
while alloting most of their national
budgets to peace pursuits. But in order

10

to realize this desire it is necessary to
devise a machinery that will guarantee
their security and safety while pursuing
their peaceful vocations. There are some
quarters who hold that the United Nations
is capable of providing the necessary
safeguards against aggression. Does Your
Majesty believe this organization, as at
present constituted, to be strong enough
to perform the great task of guaranteeing
the safety and security of peaceful states?
Answer: For the United Nations
Organization to guarantee peace and
security in the world it must first of all enjoy
an authority proportionate to its worldwide responsibility. As we have repeatedly
emphasized on several occasions in the past,
the United Nations Organization must be
provided with a strong force of its own so
as to enable it to enforce its own decisions
and thereby become an effective safeguard
against aggression. Even though it is
admittedly a great burden on the national
economy of nations to keep up both military
and peaceful developments side by side, no
nation can afford to neglect its basic defense
requirements in order to guarantee its own
security. On the other hand, the armaments
race, apart from depriving nations of
the wealth that could have been used for
peaceful purposes, has created great fear and
anxiety among the peoples of the world. It
would indeed be in the interest of world
peace if the nations of the world reach an
agreement to stop the arms race. When a
general agreement is finally reached on the
question of disarmament all preparations of
a military nature will gradually assume less
significance than they do at present.
Question: There are people everywhere
who hold that civilization has done
more harm than good to humanity.
These people argue that even though
the so-called modern progress has
brought some physical comfort, it has
done incalculable harm to and greatly
weakened the spiritual values regarded
so highly in former times. What they call
spiritual values are those things which
are usually associated with religion. In
other words the great progress made in
the field of science has contributed to the
weakening of the influence of religion and
has deprived man of that inner calm that
he so much needs for his spiritual wellbeing. What is Your Majesty’s opinion on
this matter?
Answer: One cannot deny that in former
times man’s life had been one of toil and
hardship. It is correct to say, therefore,

that modern civilization and the progress
of science have greatly improved man’s
life and have brought comfort and ease in
their trail. But civilization can serve man
both for good as well as for evil purposes.
Experience shows that it has invariably
brought great dividends to those who use
it for good purposes while it has always
brought incalculable harm and damnation
to those who use it for evil purposes. To
make our wills obedient to good influences
and to avoid evil, therefore, is to show
the greatest wisdom. In order to follow
this aim one must be guided by religion.
Progress without religion is just like a life
surrounded by unknown perils and can
be compared to a body without a soul. All
human inventions, from the most primitive
tool to the modern atom, can help man
greatly in his peaceful endeavours. But if
they are put to evil purposes they have the
capacity to wipe out the human race from
the surface of the earth. It is only when
the human mind is guided by religion and
morality that man can acquire the necessary
vision to put all his ingenuous inventions
and contrivances to really useful and
beneficial purposes. The progress of science
can be said to be harmful to religion only
in so far as it is used for evil aims and not
because it claims a priority over religion in
its revelation to man. It is important that
spiritual advancement must keep pace with
material advancement. When this comes to
be realized man’s journey toward higher and
more lasting values will show more marked
progress while the evil in him recedes into
the background. Knowing that material
and spiritual progress are essential to man,
we must ceaselessly work for the equal
attainment of both. Only then shall we be
able to acquire that absolute inner calm so
necessary to our well-being.
It is only when a people strike an even
balance between scientific progress and
spiritual and moral advancement that it
can be said to possess a wholly perfect and
complete personality and not a lopsided one.
The type of progress we have chalked out
for Ethiopia is based on these fundamental
principles.

Inspiration
Article from the original Voice of
Ethiopia
Volume 2, Number 19
Saturday June 4, 1938

THE CAUSE
AND THE MAN
Whoso would be happy must pin his
hope and his affection to things that
are immortal, things that are eternal.
Whoso would court unhappiness and
disappointment let him have inordinately things that are temporary, things
that are fleeting.
Among those things that are fleeting
are individuals. Individuals die and if
you have pinned all your trust in an
individual your hopes may be blasted.
Individuals change their philosophy,
their character (to some extent) and
their outlook. In such a case whoever
has loved that individual too well is
doomed to sorrow.
The Cause Is The Thing
Seek a cause to which to give your best
devotion and stick to that cause. Let
it be a broad Cause, a Cause that is
necessary or vital to living a good life.
Find such a cause and stick to it.
It might be that the Cause you have
undertaken to fight for is no longer
satisfying, you no longer believe in it.
If so give it up after carefully considering whether or not you are on the
wrong track.
The Danger Of Loyalty To Individuals
But the chief danger of loyalty to
individuals, as we see it, is that this
loyalty and affection and admiration
for the individual may make us forget
the Cause for which we are fighting.
In defending this individual we may
neglect the Cause.
Some persons in an organization may
love and admire one individual and
some another. If those individuals

are hostile to each other and lack the
wisdom to make their cause superior
to their personal feelings and personal
ambitions then the ground is laid for
the development of factions; the organization is split into contending sections and the end is not far off. All this
because the CAUSE was neglected.
A Happy Combination
If however, the individual whom we
love and admire and respect is truly
representative of the Cause in which
we are fighting for the accomplishment
of which we are striving then indeed
we have found a happy combination.
Black men BEWARE! State and restate
to yourselves the Cause for which you
are fighting and stick to it. Do not
allow any man or woman to monopolize your affection and loyalty. Avoid
carefully any splitting into factions and
parties, some loyal to one leader some
to another. Keep your locals and your
groups devoted to the one Great Cause
and the One Great Leader who so well
represents that Cause.
THE VOICE OF ETHIOPIA has
always made it its duty to bring into
the open the rocks on which Black
organizations split and flounder. THE
VOICE does not wait until the difficulty arises but inquires into past
events to find the shoals and quicksands that have destroyed our past
efforts toward racial emancipation.
The Cause of Black Men
Black men everywhere are oppressed.
Black men everywhere are prevented
from attaining full growth. In the
modern world one cannot come to the
full stature of the modern man unless

he has the right to undertake the
duties and repsonsibilities of modern
times. Black men are systematiclly
kept out of all important positions in
the world.
In order to produce the highest works
of art, the highest works of thought,
men need not merely the will but
Time. Why do Black men produce so
little in literature, in art? Because they
are too hard pressed making a mere
living. They have no time, no leisure.
Black men are hungry all over the
world. The economic pressure is
well-nigh endurable. Slavery has been
abolished only in name. To tell a man
that he is free after you have deprived
him of the means of living and of
getting around is the same as setting a
bird free to fly away after you have cut
off its wings.
What then is the cause of Black men?
It is first the desire for real freedom.
Black men want to live a normal life
on this earth. Unity must come before
freedom. Black men will work out
their own Salvation or be doomed.
The Ethiopian World Federation is
striving with increasing success to
bring about that unity among Black
people that must come before freedom.
Concentrating now on the CAUSE of
Ethiopia, working for her freedom will
help to bring about that unity which is
so necessary for freedom of all Blacks.
Let us stick to the Cuase and Never
forget it.
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Important Dates
The Earth Day of Empress Menen,
Queen of Queens
Woizero Menen was born on 3rd April 1891
(25th Megabit 1883), in the Egua village, Wollo
Province. Woizero Menen was baptised Wolete
Giorgis in St Delba Girogis Church. A skilful
writer, Woizero Menen was known to be kind,
compassionate and devoutly God fearing.
In 1902 Woizero Menen married Ras Lul Sagud
and had two daughters and two sons before diEmpress Menen during
Coronation of H.I.M
vorcing him. She later married Haile Selassie I
Emperor
Haile Selassie I,
in 1911. For the first time in Ethiopian history,
2nd November 1930
during the Coronation of H.I.M Emperor Haile
Selassie I, King of Kings on 2nd
November 1930, Empress Menen
was crowned Queen of Queens. The
Coronation was held at the St Giorgis Church in Addis Ababa and was
witness by dignitaries from across
the world.
Emperor Haile Selassie I and
Empress Menen

The sacred and happy union between Emperor Haile Selassie I and Empress Menen last for forty seven years, during which time they had three
sons and three daughters and was blessed with numerous grandchildren.
Empress Menen made a huge contribution to the development of schools
and hospitals as well as the social science institutions.

The Voice of
Ethiopia is
looking for
volunteers in
the following
roles:
Writers
Cartoonists
Layout Out
Artists
Contact
voiceofethiopia@ethiopianworldfederation.com
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Health & Fitness
Amongst Black People
Selection of Caribbean Vegetables with
High Starch Content

Typical Caribbean Meal - High in Starch
and Saturated Fats

It is unfortunately a fact that the incidence
of cardiovascular disease, diabetes, cancer
and stroke* amongst peoples of African
descent is statistically significant as a factor
affecting longevity in the elderly. There is
stark choice that must be made: whether to
carry on oblivious to the reality and continue to watch our veterans/survivors in the
struggle for equality, justice and universal
humanity fall by the wayside out of basic
neglect and ignorance for maintaining optimal lifestyle choices; alternatively we can
pool the knowledge and information available to better inform and encourage those
at risk of precisely what lifestyle choices
constitute a high risk status.
Our parents and fore-parents as ‘transient
residents’ in the Caribbean or associated
European colonies worked hard as slaves
or indentured labour. As such the daily
workload (historically verified) was heavy
to say the least. However this mitigated the
starchy, carbohydrate calorie laden dietary
choices that enabled the conversion of all
those carbohydrate calories (whether simple

or complex) into available energy to work
under pressure. These same foodstuff choices have filled the plates of people of African
descent whether they reside in Europe the
Americas or wherever. This is particularly
true of the older generation whose cultural
identification with at least their choice of
nutrition remains resolute.
The funny thing is that lifestyles have
changed greatly yet a commitment to the
same food choices has not. Combine this
with the fact that there is no such commitment nor choice to exercise or at least be active enough to mitigate the excessive caloric
input of these foods. Such high calorific
input demands activity for the body to metabolize the calories for energy rather than
store them as fat in the body’s cells under
the skin around internal organs (visceral)
adipose tissue and fatty deposits on cardiopulmonary (relating to heart and lungs)
blood vessels.
The sedentary lifestyle of inactivity, little
or no exercise, unresolved issues relating to

stress, whether domestic, work or generally
society orientated, lead to hypertension and
psychological trauma.
The study by Dr Mariam Molokhia - Clinical Research Fellow, and Pippa Oakeshot
of the Department of Epidemiology and
Population Health at the London School
of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine showed
that in BMI (Body Mass Index) figures of
greater than 25 were positive indicators of
cardiovascular disease risk i.e. ultimate cardiac arrest, atherosclerosis, diabetes, hypertension etc. There is little evidence to point
to cardiovascular risk being associated with
smoking, alcohol consumption or cholesterol levels amongst African Caribbean people. Dr Malcolm Kendrick in his book The
Great Cholesterol Con verifies with global
statistical studies that cholesterol levels bear
no relation to heart disease!
Essentially black people are allowing themselves to become fat and at risk of avoidable obesity related diseases! What is more,
black men of African descent and Jamaican
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black men in particular are deemed to be
most at risk of prostate cancer which is the
second leading cause of cancer death.
What is the choice to be made? Indeed
what will the choice be? Black people it is
time to get real and realize that if you really
do want to live a for long time and see the
most then a few changes in lifestyle choice
need to be made.
We cannot escape that health and appropriate nutrition are integrally linked. Your
food should fuel your daily activity and essentially the activity levels of people of African descent need to increase across all age
groups!
Think of the activity levels and nutritional
choices available to our ancestors originally
in the Motherland. Bear in mind that it takes
100,000 years for your DNA to change by
1%! In the meantime do read through the
suggestions for adopting healthier nutritional choices below.

Cardiovascular risk assessment in 98 patients
of African-Caribbean ethnic origin
Risk Factors

Males n = 34%

Females n = 64%

BMI > 25 kg/m2

23 (68)

45 (70)

Smokers

14 (41)

11 (17)*

Cholesterol > 5.8 mmol/la

1 (3)

1 (2)

Alcohol excess

0 (0)

1 (2)

Systolic BP 160 mmHg

2 (6)

7 (11)

Diastolic BP 95 mmHg

7 (21)

2 (3)

Exercise 0 or 1

3 (38)

44 (69)*

Positive family history

7 (21)

19 (30)

Positive past medical history

6 (18)

17 (27)

*P < 0.01.
a Fasting cholesterol levels were only available for 24 patients.
TABLE 1
the fat you eat to absorb it into your body
compared to 25% for carbohydrates and
protein!

Recommendations

Select fat-free, 1 percent fat, and low-fat
dairy products.

Cut back on foods containing partially
hydrogenated vegetable oils to reduce
trans fat in your diet.

Cut back on foods containing partially hydrogenated vegetable oils
to reduce trans fat in your diet.

Use liquid vegetable oils and soft margarines in place of hard margarine or shortening. Limit cakes, cookies, crackers, pastries,
pies, and muffins, doughnuts and French
fries made with partially hydrogenated or
saturated fats.

Cut back on foods high in dietary cholesterol. Aim to eat less than 300
milligrams of cholesterol each day.

Cut back on beverages and foods with
added sugars.

Choose and prepare foods with little or no
salt. Aim to eat less than
2,300 milligrams of sodium per day.

Many snack foods and drinks have added
sugar. Cut back on added sugars to lower
your total calorie intake. These foods tend
to be low in vitamins and minerals and
the calories add up quickly. Also, drinking
calorie-containing beverages may not make
you feel full. This could tempt you to eat
and drink more than you need and gain
weight.
Limit how much saturated fat, trans fat
and cholesterol you eat.
These fats are usually found in meat and
dairy foods and products that are commercially baked and fried. Cutting back on
these foods can reduce your risk of cardiovascular disease by lowering the amount of
calories taken in at one meal sitting. 1 gram
of fat has 9 calories compared to the 4 calories for protein and carbohydrates. Also it
only takes 3% of the calories contained in
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Cut back on beverages and foods with added sugars.

If you drink alcohol, drink in moderation.
That means one drink per day if you’re a
woman and two drinks per day if you’re a
man.
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By Floyd Brown (Local No. 111)

Recipes
Mango Smoothie
1 medium Mango
2 bananas
1/2 pint soya, rice or oat milk
¼ cup of oats (uncooked)
vanilla/nutmeg for flavouring
Blend all the ingredients together and
drink immediately – add more milk
depending on desired consistency.

Strawberry and Raspberry
Smoothie
300ml of freshly squeezed orange juice
1 banana
4oz strawberries & 4oz of raspberries.
Blend all ingriedients together until
smooth.
By Sistren Yawah (Local No. 111)

Afrikan Yoga
Classes
New Class
Sunday 1-2.30pm
Fitness First Tottenham
570-590, High Rd, Tottenham N17.
Monday 7pm- 8.30pm
Bizspace, Shakespeare Business Centre,
245a Coldharbour Lane, SW9
Room 101 (note please come 15min early
for this class)
Tuesdays 8.30pm - 10pm
SOAS- School of Oriental & African
Studies
Student Union
University of London, Russell Square
WC1
(Students welcome discount prices)
Wednesdays 6-7.15pm
The Alchemy Centre
Unit 101 Stables Market
Chalk Farm Rd
Camden, NW1
Free in the afternoon. You can check out
the healthy workout class.
Wednesday 1-2.30pm Thursday 121.30pm & 6-7pm
Brixton Recreation Centre
27 Brixton Station Road
Brixton, London SW9

Afrikan Yoga “Reconnect to the source”
Pablo M Imani
www.afrikanyoga.com
www.myspace.com/afrikanyoga
Tel +44 (0)7972715170

Food For
Thought
Is Genetically Modified Food
Really the Answer to Food Security For All?
Recently we have heard
a lot about food security
particularly in sub-Saharan Africa and Southern Asia. Some western
governments (especially
USA) and institutions
are encouraging African and Asian countries
New Cultivation
to produce genetically
modified (GM) crops for the benefits of increasing crop yield, defeating malnutrition
and increasing the income of farmers. Others argue that poor farmers will be forced to
buy expensive seeds that they cannot save
for subsequent years. There is also the danger of releasing GM seeds into the wider
environment, possibly contaminating nonGM crops, having a negative impact on
biodiversity, insects and animals.
Unlike developing countries, many developing countries do not have regulations
and biosafety infrastruture in place to protect human health.
What is genetic modification?
Any live cell can be genetically modified. The
genetic modification of
plants involve transferring
DNA (deoxyribonucleic
acid), the genetic material,
from a plant or bacterium
or even animal, into different plant species. This
Adding Gene unnatural technological
to Tomato process results in so called
benefits such as the resistance to insects, which could be detrimental to human health and the environment.
Much of the research conducted has been
done by the corporations involved in the
production of GM seeds and insecticides
and so they emphasise benefits to farmers
and supermarkets rather than the consumers. For example, they emphasise the crops
herbicide tolerance, resistance to insects
and increased shelf life.
The Position in Europe
Consumers in Europe have protested
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strongly against GM farming on grounds
of its impact on health and the environment, as well as insisting that labels on
food products identify GM ingredients.
The EU is under pressure from the World
Trade Organisation and the Biotech industry has recently reached a milestone in that
two corn seeds are soon to be approved for
cultivation in Europe. Unlike Africa and
Asia, Europe has a ‘precautionary principle’
incorporated in the Maastrict Treaty. This
rule permits governments to impose restrictions on otherwise legitimate commercial
activities, if there is a risk even if not yet
scientifically demonstrated, of environmental damage.
The Approach to GM in the USA and
Elsewhere
As many of the corporations producing
GM seeds, technology and insecticides are
American, it goes without saying that the
USA is a leading producer of GM crops.
Of the 200 million acres of GM crops produced globally, more than half is grown in
the USA. The other top producers are Argentina, Canada, Brazil and China and the
main crops produced are soya, maize, rape
seed oil (canola), rice, squash and potato.
GM Technology in Africa
In 2009, it was reported that Nigeria’s National Biosafety Committee had approved
field trials to grow GM cassava with increased nutrients, that will be less vulnerable to plant viruses and last longer than two
days without processing.
South Africa, Zimbabwe,
Nigeria, Mali, Egypt and
Uganda all have GM Research & Development
capacity. Benin, Birkina
Faso, Egypt, Kenya, MoThe Need for Pro- rocco, Senegal, Tantective Clothing zania, Zambia and
Zimbabwe have all
conducted GM field trials. GM crops trialled in Africa include sweet potato, maize,
cotton, soybean, pigeon peas, bananas and
tobacco.
Patents
One of the most worrying aspects of GM
technology is patenting, which generates
huge income for those granted patents!
Prior to the development of GM, patents
on plants were not widely granted in the
USA or Europe. Today in Europe the Patent Convention (EPC) explicitly forbids
patents on plant or animal varieites. In
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the USA however, hundreds of US patents
in the plant biotechnology category have
now been granted. Corporations with the
most patents include Monsanto, Syngenta,
Aventis, CropScience, and Dupont. In order to use their GM technology a licence is
required. Developing countries will not be
able to export crops which have been produced with unlicensed patented techology
regardless of whether the relevant patent
rights have been granted in that country or
not. The crops can however, be sold within
the country of origin.
Some of the Negative Impacts of GM Tecnology that have been Identified
Despite claims of increased crop yield when
GM technology is used, some farmers in
Australia have reported 17% reduction in
yield. This has been supported by the US
Department of Agriculture which in April
2006, reported that the current available
GM crops do not increase yield potential
of hybrid varieties i.e herbicide tolerant and
insect resistant genes.
There have been outbreaks of secondary
pests that cannot be killed by GM Bt insecticides which have rendered Bt cotton in
China ineffective.
In March 2009, the Genetic Engineering Approval Committee (India) set up a
special committee to study Mahyco’s (part
owned by Monsanto) biosafety data from
nine years of field trials of Bt brinjal (egg
plant/aubergine), before approving commercial production. This was because the
positive benefits claimed by Mahyco were
disputed by independent studies. If approved, it would be the first time that a
food crop with the BT gene inserted was
available for direct consumption by humans (there has been numerous complaints
that animals that grazed on Bt cotton have
become ill and died in India).
In 2006 Prince Charles set up the charity
Bhumi Vardaan to promote sustainable agriculture after visiting Punjab. Charles was
concerned by what he found in what was
once described as the bread basket of India, spiralling debt, declining income and
increased infertility of the land. This had
resulted in thousands of Indian farmers
commiting suicide.
The crisis has been
branded the GM genocide by campaigners. Charles claimed the issue of GM had
become a ‘global moral question’ and that
the time had come to end its unstoppable
march.
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It is worth noting that in the late 1980s
under pressure from the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), India had opened
its strongly protected economy and encouraged its farmers to switch to modern farming with hybrid seeds!
Farmers in some so-called developing
countries, were chosing to grow GM crops
such as Round-Up Ready Yellow Maize for
poultry, rather than drought resistant white
maize for human consumption.
Also, breeders could try to incorporate plant
genetic resources into patent applications,
which are indigenous to developing countries. This could require these countries to
require a licence to grow or use patented
plant resources, thus providing further income for
the corporations.
Consumers, including
vegans, vegetarians and
some religious and faith
groups, are concerned
about the posible inGM Cultivation troduction of genes of
of Cauliflower animal origin into other
animals and crops, for
example non-kosher ingredient into kosher
food, non-halal ingredient into meat, meat
into a crop or pork into non-pork eating
faith group foods.
Concern should be raised about the possibility of the introduction of GM crops
into the environments in Africa which
could render land previously fertile, infertile such has been the case in parts of India.
Concerns should also be made about using
sub-Saharan and Asian countries for experimental farming, rather than the West, and
growing GM crops in these countries rather
than the West for entry into the food chain
of processed foods, particularly those destined for European consumption in products that do not require stringent labelling
or is absent of labelling, such as the maize
‘pop corn’ in cinemas!!
Finally, one could argue that the growth of
agri-business and cash crops in sub-Saharan
Africa has contributed to local food scarcity - in that farmers are actually using land
and resources to grow high quality food for
westerners, rather than the local community.
By Malieka Robinson (Local No. 111)

Market Place
Hand Made
Original Quilts
Just in time for winter!!

The Ethiopian World Federation Inc
supports economic development in the
African community!

Also Afghans, Crowns &
Crochet items
Details available on
myspacemothersoftheuniverse.com
Delivery time depends on size, quantity,
colour and specifics
mamatradition2007@yahoo.com
Tel: 1-323-712-1201

Shipping, moving and
furniture selling
Contact

“Other races spend 95% of
their income within
their own community, the
African community spends
95% of its income in other
communities”

Dr Chika Onyeani
author of Capitalist Nigger

Use the Marketplace to advertise goods and

services produced and supplied by the
African community.

voiceofethiopia@ethiopianworldfederation.com

Lloyd Veitch (Local No. 27)
Tel: 1-347-449-7111

Support an Elder
2 hour DVD
About Ras Rudolph Rodney a Pioneer
residing on Land Grant in
Shashamane
Available for £5.00 from
Ras Seymour Mclean
Office of the Chaplain,
Local No. 3, London
seymour_rastafari@yahoo.co.uk

Local 14 - Shashamane
Postcard Fund-raising

Contact Ras Dawit Hunter
for further information on this initiative
rasdawith@yahoo.com
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Levi Livity

Ethiopian Tourism Consultancy
ARTS & CRAFTS, Cultural products
Provides quality all-inclusive or bespoke travel service,
information and advice for Ethiopia.....

Ethiopia, a land of diversity........
Rock-hewn churches, ancient monasteries,
lakes, hot springs, unique festivals and vibrant urban life
......prepared to be suprised!
Ras DloLevi
Tel +44 (0)7808 644575
rasdlolevi@yahoo.co.uk
“Sprititual & cultural education leads them back into unity” (H.I.M)

Backyard Farming
How satisfying to grow your own food!
Starting April 2008
Contact
Lloyd Veitch (Local No. 27)
Tel: 1-347-449-7111
Dragon Tiger
5 Ella Mews
Cressy Road
Hampstead
London NW3 2NH
Tel/Fax 0044(0)208 459 5811
Mobile 0044(0)7930 490 598
Email info@dragontiger.co.uk
Website www.dragontiger.co.uk/chfd
www.iichi.co.uk
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KWEMARA PUBLICATIONS
WRITING
SERVICES
From experienced,
customer-friendly Editor
I will check/proof-read and
edit/correct your book, article,
or your thesis/dissertation to your needs
I will also advise on publishing your book.
PO Box 4902, London SE5 7EL, UK. Telephone + Fax: +44 (0) 207703 0193
E-mail: kwende.kwemara@btopenworld.com ; Website: www.kwemara.co.uk
From The Publishers of Rastafari Livity Book

Negusa Negast Local 3 Enterprise is a retail shop specialising in original goods from Ethiopia
and Africa including garments, shamas natalas, T-shirts and hats for men, women and children
(specialising in Rastafari garments). The shop also stocks books, magazines, posters, DVDs,
videos, badges, pendants, artefacts, drums and flags (original Lion of Judah).
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Contacts
International
Executive Council
International President
Barrymore Tittle (Local No. 27)
International First Vice President
Emma Young (Local No. 27)
International Second Vice President
Trevor Clarke (Local No. 111)
International Treasurer
Joan Henry (Local No. 27)
International Organiser
Lloyd Robinson (Local No. 111)
International Secretary
Pauline Anderson (Local No. 3)
International Chaplain
Edna Ravenell (Local No. 2)
Executive Officers
Gerald Small (Local No. 3)
David Hunter (Local No. 14)
Ivory Black (Local No. 27)

Empress Menen, Local No 13
P.O. Box 320611
Hartford
Connecticut. 06123-0611

Emperor Yekuno Amlak Local No 16
P.O. Box 631
Seattle,
WA 98111-0631
T: 1-206-633-3470
E: amlak@earthlink.net
W: http://home.earthlink.net/~amlak/

Melchizedek Local No 2
422 East 41st Street
Los Angeles
CA 90011
T: 1-323-758-2104
E: ewfmelchart2@yahoo.com
E: ewfla@comcast.net		
E: ewfla@ewfla.org

Gabre Selassie, Local No 27
3603 Boston Rd
Bronx
NY 10466
T: 1-718-798-3962

USA

Ethiopian World Federation Incorporated
552 Atlantic Avenue
PBM 255
Brooklyn
NY 11217
T: 1-800-398-8573

E: executivecouncil@ethiopianworldfederation.com

King Alpha &Queen Omega
Local No 25
5766 ½ Clemson Street
Los Angles
CA 90016
T: 1-323-938-1659

Europe
Melaku E Bayen Local No 8
4 Rue Henri Duvernois
75020 Paris
France
T. +33 (0)624-295465
E: mgcolas@yahoo.fr

Caribbean

Fax: 718-513-0631

Headquarters

Local No 111
P.O Box 266
Eastern District
Birmingham
B9 5SH
T: +44 (0)586-070-4637
F: +44 (0)121-753-0715

Mahel Safari Local No 49
P.O. Box 266
Orrville
Alabama 36767
T: 1-757 256 3297

UK
Negusa Negast Local No.3
P.O. Box 672
Kennington
London
SE11 4AA
T: +44 (0)20-3177 3031

The Ethiopian World Federation Local 5
Incorporated
Ras Makonnen
P.O. Box 3243 Christensted
St. Croix
Virgin Islands 00822
T: 340-713-9017

The Ethiopian World Federation
Incorporated
Local No 7
Bat Rondonia Appt n’ 7
Vert pre-97231
Martinique
FWI
T: +596-65-96-25
Mobile +696-73-40-11
T: 340-713-9017
Would all Locals please
ensure that correct contact details
are forwarded to the
VOE E-Newsletter
A.S.A.P
voiceofethiopia@ethiopianworldfederation.com
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